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Which of the following best describes what type of case report this is?: Unexpected or unusual presentations of a disease

Has the case been reported coherently?: No

Is the case report authentic?: No

Is the case report ethical?: Yes

Is there any missing information that you think must be added before publication?: Yes

Is this case worth reporting?: No

Is the case report persuasive?: No

Does the case report have explanatory value?: No

Does the case report have diagnostic value?: No

Will the case report make a difference to clinical practice?: No

Is the anonymity of the patient protected?: Yes

Comments to authors:

The pictures depicted in this manuscript don't pertain to Leiomyomatosis peritonealis disseminata (LPD) picture, so unless there are other clearer pictures to show such, the manuscript title and discussion is not valid for this topic.

The authors need to discuss further their approach to f/u (any imaging?) and or treatment of this entity beyond expectant management especially in the context of a young patient who still has her hormones and could have leiomyomatosis growth and further complications (suggested reading about topic in Mahmoud MS, Desai K, Nezhat FR. Leiomyomas beyond the uterus; benign metastasizing leiomyomatosis with paraaortic metastasizing endometriosis and intravenous leiomyomatosis: a case series and review of the literature. Arch Gynecol Obstet.
many grammatical errors to be fixed as well.
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